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Part architecture, part artwork, this redesigned terrace 

house in Kuala lumpur is an eloquent ode to one 

architect’s personal creative journey. Farah azizan 

of Studio BiKin shares her love of raw forms and 

unfinished surfaces with adele ChonG.

Living art
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W
ell away from the din of a South-
East Asian city in full swing, 
there are small pockets of 
peace to be found within Kuala 
Lumpur proper. The Lorong 

Kurau area in Bangsar, the city’s oldest suburb, 
happens to be one of these rare respites. 
Centred on a triangular patch of park and a row 
of unintimidating shophouses, this tree-lined 
stretch of tranquility was something of a closely 
guarded local secret until the bohemian set, 
drawn by the then modestly priced housing and 
the proximity to Bangsar’s main thoroughfare, 
began converging here a few years earlier. 
When the cat was let out of the bag, a handful 
of hip cafés and restaurants cropped up in 
response, adding a pop of excitement to this 
otherwise sleepy residential destination.

In spite of the enriched nightlife, however, 
Lorong Kurau’s subdued disposition remains 
largely unchanged. Long-time residents carry 
on unperturbed, performing daily rituals in 
the same languid manner as they have done for 
decades. Like an introvert baffled by his own 
unforeseen popularity, the neighbourhood’s 
self-effacing air belies the flamboyant real 
estate prices that its aged terrace houses have 
grown to command. There’s nothing to this 
place, and it makes no apologies for it. And 
yet, it is precisely this immutable, down-to-
earth feel that lends Lorong Kurau an enduring 
appeal amongst disenchanted city dwellers 
seeking a return to a slower pace of life.

previous  |  Greenery and rocky Paths imbue the sPace with a sense of nature, juxtaPosinG its clean, functional desiGn. leFT  |  comPosed of concrete slabs, a set of 
stairs near the front Gate offers a sculPtural touch. ABove  |  the sPacious livinG area features amPle ventilation and natural liGht as well as a vintaGe Grille 
salvaGed from the oriGinal house.
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previous  |  cutaway walls, such as this makeshift doorway next to the kitchen area, underscore the house’s deliberately unfinished quality. ABove  |  an unusually 
shaPed faucet in the master bathroom emerGes as a quirky detail.

Architect Farah Azizan bought her current 
place on the corner of Jalan Kurau and Jalan 
Sepat when it came on the market almost 
four years ago. Upon finding the 1950s era 
house, she knew that she’d stumbled on a gem 
in the rough. “I liked the neighbourhood, but 
I was very attracted to the calm, sombre feel 
the place had, and still has,” she says of the 
original two-storey terrace house. “It hadn’t 
been renovated and because of that, it had a 
rawness that gave me a lot to work with.”

‘Rawness’ is a word that also happens to gel 
with Farah’s own approach to architecture. 
While studying at the Architectural 
Association in London, she developed a 
lasting fascination with industrial wastelands 
and abandoned factories. “I learnt to look 
for beauty in marginalised settings,” reflects 
Farah. “As a student, I was experimenting 
with materials and creating large-scale 
interventions in different spaces.”

An increased dexterity with concrete, 
ceramics and metals would lead her to favour a 
hands-on approach when it came to design. So 
fervent was her allegiance to tactile processes 
that, as a job-seeking graduate, Farah set 
herself apart from candidates wielding digital 
dossiers by arriving for interviews with a thick 
hand-drawn portfolio under her arm. Well 
after she found work at a firm, she carried 
on avidly drawing, moulding and feeling her 
way through design. All these aspirations find 
their place in the Kurau House. Decidedly 
experimental, the house was essentially 
conceived as a bricks-and-mortar document 
of its resident’s creative life. Created with 
work and daily life in mind, it was also aptly 

the one-time headquarters of Studio Bikin, 
the practice Farah founded with fellow 
architect Adela Askandar.

Distributed over three levels, the house 
is presented as a network of unexpected 
transitions, gaps, voids and layers. In answer 
to the site’s context, its construction adheres 
tightly to the basic principles of Tropical 
Modernism, in spite of its unorthodox 
arrangement of spaces. Though neutrality is 
implied through the bare-bones simplicity of its 
materials, it is anything but detached as a space. 
If anything, extremities are enthusiastically 
expressed, rough edges celebrated. On the 
ground floor, the house’s original features take 
centre stage, preserved with near-archeological 
care. Upon entry, one’s gaze tends towards 
a series of details such as window and door 
grilles fashioned from a repurposed metal gate, 
and a patchwork of mosaic tiles still bearing the 
markings of internal walls demolished to make 
way for the generous open-plan layout. The 
fragility of these remnants is brought to the 
fore when viewed alongside the prominently 
concrete framework.

Material and textural contrasts are central 
to the house’s allure. Unembellished surfaces 
coupled with Farah’s collection of inventively 
revived objects inform the house’s unique 
cobbled-together quality – a fishmonger’s 
marked marble slab used as a countertop and a 
dining room table crafted from a discarded 30 
foot timber beam are among the miscellanea. 
This hodge-podge sensibility is further 
emphasised by reclaimed elements accrued 
from the site of a nearby house renovation. 
Serendipitously, Farah was the commissioned 
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Ground Floor First Floor

ABove  |  a steel and wood staircase on the first floor affords direct access to the newly added attic. opposiTe  |  situated riGht above the master bedroom,  
the attic’s transParent oPeninGs contradict the sPace’s intimate Position within the house.

architect on that project at the time that she 
was working on her own house, sparking a 
palpable correspondence between the two 
neighbouring buildings. Rubble from the 
other site soon found resourceful use in the 
exterior walls surrounding the house while 
wooden planks salvaged from the other house 
wound up as shelving in Farah’s living room.  

At the Kurau House, spaces don’t merely 
connect; they overlap one another in 
intriguing ways, evolving new narratives. To 
venture from one place to the next is to engage 
in a choreographed dance whereby one’s every 
movement is infused with an air of heightened 
cognisance. Every subsequent step paves 
the way for a visual experience exceedingly 
different from the last. It’s a journey that 
begins upon one’s arrival: the front gate shifts, 
accordion-like, revealing a graveled path 
shielded by a mango tree whose branches 
protrude unencumbered through special 
openings in the top overhang. Composed of 
concrete slabs, staggered steps lead the way 
to a terrace area and the front door, which, as 
part of the original house, once faced the busy 
main road. In adherence to Farah’s redesign, 
it now looks onto Jalan Sepat, the smaller side 
street. But while this arrangement affords 
slightly more privacy, it hardly makes the 
Kurau House an oasis of quietude.

Giving way to light and ventilation, an 
array of interior and exterior openings 
facilitates an ongoing connection between 
inside and outside; this close proximity to the 
elements comes at a price, however, for the 
same useful features also render the house 
more or less porous. Passing cars, chatty 
passersby, chirping birds and the spurts of a 
distant garden hose are all part of the daily 
soundtrack, making solitude a precious luxury 
at times. Undaunted by such intrusions, Farah 
feels that they are part and parcel of the 
ambience fostered by the house. “I was guided 
by pure intuition and that resulted in a house 
that, in many ways, isn’t very practical,” she 

Spaces don’t merely connect; they 
overlap one another in intriguing ways, 

evolving new narratives.
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architect Studio Bikin
Project architect Farah Azizan
structural enGineer Projurutek 
Consultant Sdn Bhd
main contractor CHB Construction 
Sdn Bhd
PlumbinG and electrical 

contractor Loke Electrical Services 
steelworks FE design

Studio Bikin
(60) 3 2201 8803
studiobikin.com

Products 
All custom designed from recycled 
materials. Tap valves etc. available from 
Kedai Bikin. 

maintains. Since the space was intended for 
her own personal use, Farah says she seized on 
the opportunity to “break every rule.”

This yen for subversion comes through in 
an assemblage of interventions that appear 
to challenge the building’s utility. Safety rails 
are daringly absent on the first-floor terrace 
(“that way, it doubles as a loading bay when 
contractors come by with something big.”) and 
a steel-frame bookshelf bisecting the first two 
levels, extending from the ground floor all the 
way through to the underside of the attic on 
the top floor, is rigged with a timber platform 
that slides back to offer a precarious glimpse 
of the floor below.

This hovering effect is amplified to an even 
greater degree in the newly constructed attic; 
essentially a triangular box suspended over 
the original structure, the space, initially 
designed as an extra bedroom, feels less like 
an overnight crash pad than a master control 
room. In place of CCTV monitors, floor-to-
ceiling glass panels provide unrestrained 
views of the house’s innermost corners while 
conveying the feeling of being carried aloft. 
Deepening the space’s association with 
surveillance, a cut made into the attic floor 
and encased in glass proffers a voyeuristic 
slice of the main bedroom below. To while 
away a short duration here is to know the 

house more intimately than any given length 
of time spent in any of its other rooms. 
Though, architecturally speaking, the most 
conventional room in the house, the attic, in 
taking on the role of the building's main nerve 
centre, became its most revelatory space. 

On the restructuring of the Kurau House, 
Farah readily likens the process to painting. 
It’s easy to see why. Like the latter, there’s a 
good deal of layering involved. Hinged on a 
complexity of partitions and openings that 
both envelops and animates the spaces within 
it, the house is the epitome of organised chaos. 
The effect produced is, indeed, not unlike 
that of brushstrokes that at first appear as 
disparate gestures up close only to come 
together as a cohesive whole when the artwork 
is viewed in its entirety. In painting, there is 
also the conundrum of when anything feels 
“finished” and for Farah, therein lies the true 
essence of the house. “It’s an ongoing work in 
process,” she says. At the time of writing, she 
was coincidentally moving out and preparing 
for the house’s next phase. Asked apropos of 
her intentions, she delivers an answer that 
perfectly summarises where things stand: 
“Who knows? I’m just going to let it happen.” 

 
 

ABove  |  from the outside, the industrial aesthetic Provides a sense of eye catchinG strenGth while also servinG as a fucntioninG balcony for the outdoor area. 
opposiTe  |  facinG on to a quiet side street, the house’s imPosinG concrete structure is softened by the Presence of several manGo trees on the ProPerty. 
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